Midas Creek Elementary Mountain Lion Award
Second Grade 2018-2019
Complete 15 of the following options:
These items should be passed off by your student’s teacher:
_____Master addition and subtraction facts up to 20
_____Earn 90% or above on 15 spelling tests during the year
_____Recognize and count coin combinations to $2.00
_____Master doubles facts to 18 and ‘make 10’ facts Addition and Subtraction
_____Count by 2’s, 5’s, or 10’s for 15 consecutive numbers anywhere between 1 and
1,000 – forwards and backwards
_____Write a proper letter
_____Set a Lexia goal with teacher and reach the goal. Goal___________________
_____Run a business in mini-society for at least 1 week
_____Create a 12-piece rock collection
_____Consistently complete and return homework (90%)
_____Read 100 minutes per week (3200 minutes) Or Read 100 books.
These items should be signed off by a parent or guardian:
_____Get a public library card- Parent initials________
_____Write 2 stories or reports at home. Parent initials_________
_____Do a science experiment for the class. Parent initials __________
_____Record moon phases or the weather for a week or more. Parent initials __________
_____Make a new friend and play together outside of school. Parent initials________
_____Memorize and recite three poems for your family (at least 8 lines long)
Parent initials ____________
_____Be able to do 25 consecutive jumping jack and skip, gallop, slide 50 feet
Parent initials_____________
_____Memorize and write your full name, address, phone number and birth date.
Parent initials_________
_____Participate in an extracurricular activity (sports team, music lessons, choir, etc.).
Parent initials ___________
These are school sponsored events and should be signed off by a parent or guardian:
_____Participate in a PTA Fun Run in September- Parent initials_______________
_____Participate the PTA Reflections contest in October- Parent initials ____________
_____Attend the Evening of the Arts in May- Parent initials____________

Due May 23, 2019

